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As is well-known, an extraordinarily rapid development 
of the mathematical sciences has been taking place in 
Hungary since the turn of the century, whose center lies 
in the analytical schools of L. Fej&, F. and M. Riesz 
and A. Haar. The present paper aims to discuss briefly 
the questions: What were the deep causes of this progress? 
How did the work of a few great mathematicians contribute 
to the actual high level of analytical investigations, to 
their applications, and, in general, to the intensive 
mathematical life of today in Hungary? 
Wie bekannt, erfolgte eine ziemlich schnelle Entwicklung 
der mathematischen Wissenschaften in Ungarn seit der Jahr- 
hundertwende, und der Schwerpunkt derselben lag in den 
analytischen Schulen von L. Fej&, F. und M. Riesz, ferner 
von A. Haar. Der vorliegende Aufsatz bezweckt eine kurze 
Diskussion folgender Fragen: Was waren die tieferen 
Griinde des erw;ihnten Fortschrittes? Wie hat die Tstigkeit 
einiger grosser Mathematiker zu den heutigen hochstehenden 
Forschungen auf dem Gebiet der reinen und angewandten 
Analysis und, im allgemeinen, zum intensiven mathematischen 
Leben in Ungarn beigetragen? 
Mint ismeretes, a matematika tabb 6ga rendkiviil gyorsan 
fejlo"dijtt Magyarorsdgon a szszadfordul6 6ta, s e fejlcd&s 
sfilypontja a Fej& Lip&, Riesz Frigyes 6s Marcel, 
valamint Haar Alfr6d dltal alapitott analizis-iskolskra 
esett. A jelen tanultiny rijviden a k&etkez6k&d&eket 
t6rgyalja: Mik voltak az emlitett halad& mglyebb okai? 
Hogyan j6rult hozd n&h&y nagy matematikus munk&ss&a a 
jelenlegi magas szintc tiszta 6% alkalmawtt analitikai 
kutathsokhoz 6s gltalbban a mai inter&v matematikai 
6lethez Ragyarorsdgon? 
In order to throw light upon the social background of the 
development of mathematics in Hungary since the turn of the 
century, we have to remember that after centuries Hungary first 
became essentially independent in 1867. This was the year of 
the transformation of the Austrian Empire into the Austro- 
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Hungarian dual monarchy, in which the two countries were nearly 
equal partners, sharing a single emperor-king. In some degree 
like Japan in the era of the Meiji Restoration, Hungary needed 
about a half century to be converted into an industrialized 
modern state, though agriculture remained dominant until recent 
decades. 
In the first period frcm 1867 to World War I, political and 
economic consolidation encouraged capital investments, the enter- 
prising spirit in commerce shot up, and several branches of 
industry came into being. The pace of development can be 
illustrated by the fact that the number of motors used in Hunga- 
rian factories was multiplied 30-40 times and the number of credit 
banks grew from about 100 to 5000. 
When in 1868 the second sovereign Hungarian government (whose 
predecessor officiated during the revolution of 1848-49) intro- 
duced compulsory education, many new schools of all levels and 
significant progress in many sectors of cultural policy were 
required. In particular, the evolution of social conditions 
suddenly enlarged the demands on teaching of mathematics and on 
mathematical (chiefly analytical) research. Thus new journals 
for mathematics and physics were established or patronized by 
the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, and in 1891 also the first 
official association of Hungarian mathematicians and physicists 
was set up. The latter arranged annual competitions beginning 
in 1894 for pupils who had just gained the school certificate 
and supported the publication of a problem monthly for secondary 
schools [Sz&&sy 1970, 217-2241. 
Under the circumstances, there were at the universities of 
Budapest and Kolozsvdr (now Cluj) a few Hungarian mathematicians, 
who -- contrasted with F. Bolyai (1775-1856) and J. Bolyai (1802- 
1860) working alone in the first half of the 19th century -- 
could not only get remarkable mathematical results, but also 
provide for eminent scientific replacement and hence be able to 
raise the mathematical life of the country to the contemporary 
European level. First of all, we have to stress the names of 
J. Kiinig (1849-1913), J. Kiirschak (1864-1933), G. Rados (1862- 
1942), professors of the Technical University of Budapest, as 
well as L. Schlesinger (1864-1933), working in Kolozsvsr and 
from 1911 at the University of Giessen, Germany. (Konig is known 
mainly for his early contributions to the continuum problem and 
to the foundations of mathematics.) 
The most outstanding of the second generation mathematicians 
who studied at or shortly after the turn of this century are: 
L. Fejer (1880-1959), F. Riesz (1880-1956), A. Haar (1885-1933), 
as well as 0. Szdsz (1884-1952), M. Riesz (1886-1969), G. P6lya 
(b. 1887) and G. Szegd (b. 1895). Of these, the first three 
lived permanently in Hungary and worked at the universities of 
Kolozsvar, Budapest and Szeged; the others went abroad (to Germany, 
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Sweden, Switzerland, U.S.A.) after taking their doctor’s degree. 
All are analysts of international reputation, whose results have 
had an increasing effect on the development of various branches 
of pure and applied mathematics. 
The most coherent analytical school was undoubtedly created 
by L. Fejgr, who at age twenty published his famous summation 
theorem in the Comptes Rendus of Paris and was appointed in 1911 
to be professor at the University of Budapest. Already in 1912 
he was elected a vice-chairman of the International Congress of 
Mathematicians in Cambridge, and in 1933 (during the Chicago 
World Fair) awarded an honorary doctorate by Brown University at 
the same time as N. Bohr. The basis of his exceptional scienti- 
fic influence was certainly, apart from the inspiring content 
and style of his papers on harmonic analysis, theory of functions, 
etc., his stimulating manner of lecturing and the charm of his 
personality [SzegB 1960; Fejdr 1970; Mikolas 19711. 
As far as the brothers Riesz are concerned, the older, F. 
Riesz, co-author of the fundamental “Riesz-Fischer theorem” (1907), 
a founder of functional analysis, member of the French Academy 
of Sciences (1948), and honorary doctor of the Sorbonne (1954), 
carried out the major part of his scientific activity (1920- 
1946) at the University of Szeged, which he and his colleague and 
friend, A. Haar, made in some respects into the “Gijttingen of 
Hungary. ” The last decade of his life was spent with L. Fejer 
at the EiStvijs University of Budapest, this being also a big fac- 
tor in scientific replacement [F. Riesz 19601. M. Riesz, profes- 
sor of the University of Lund for about 30 years and one of the 
"youngest members of a generation of brilliant Hungarian mathe- 
maticians" [Gbrding 1970, 11, worked first, influenced by the 
splendid international reception of Fej&‘s theorem, in the 
theory of powerful new summation methods, thus getting in touch 
with Mittag-Leffler and Hardy. His fascinating results on the 
Cauchy problem, potential theory and relativistic physics came 
much later. 
The contacts with Fej&‘s school are similarly to be observed 
in the extended work of 0. Szasz, who was a master of the modern 
theory of divergent series, and in the early papers of A. Haar 
on Sturm-Liouville expansions and “Haar functions,” though the 
most important discoveries of the latter are in the domain of the 
calculus of variations and topological groups (“Haar measure”) 
[SzBsz 1955 and Haar 1959, respectively]. For G. P6lya and G. 
SzegG; who have been working for several decades at Stanford 
University (California), the connection with Hungarian mathemati- 
cal life is realized continuously. Since their famous joint 
work [PBlya-Szegb 1972-73, 4. edition], which is a masterpiece 
of contemporary classical analysis, they have taken all opportu- 
nities to document this relationship by correspondence and 
frequent visits in Hungary. 
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A dominant motive for the emigration of many distinguished 
Hungarian mathematicians in the period 1920-1940 was clearly the 
strong deterioration of conditions: after the collapse of the 
dual monarchy, Hungary became a little country with a semitotali- 
tarian system, and its economic situation deteriorated drasti- 
cally. In spite of this, the advance of Hungarian mathematical 
life was not checked completely. Moreover, at that time there 
began the scientific activity of such well-known analysts as J. 
Neumann (1903-1957, from 1930 in the U.S.A.), G. Alexits (b. 
1899), P. Erdfls (b. 1913), P. Tursn (b. 1910) in Budapest, L. 
Kalmar (b. 1905) and the successor of F. Riesz, B. Szaefalvi- 
Nagy (b. 1913) in Szeged -- further evidence of the vitality of 
the mathematical schools in question. 
Since World War II, however, in the period of deep social 
changes connected with intensive industrialization as well as 
with collectivization and modernization of agriculture, the mass 
base of the rising generation of mathematicians has widened very 
much in Hungary. Already in 1946, the duration of primary educa- 
tion (obligatory for all) increased to eig!lt years, and in the 
fifties-sixties the number of schools, colleges and universities 
together with that of pupils or students and teachers at all 
levels of education was multiplied, the public subventions for 
mathematical sciences being raised correspondingly. (Similar 
phenomena may be pointed out, as is well-known, in many other' 
Countries, too.) 
On the other hand, we have to emphasize that the mathematical 
productivity of Hungary, in general, is being influenced posi- 
tively by (1) the annual mathematical competitions (on three 
levels), meetings and numerous other organizing activities of the 
J. Bolyai Mathematical Society; (2) the new system for awarding 
and renumerating of scientific degrees, sponsored by a special 
committee of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences; (3) the work of 
the Mathematical Research Institute of the Academy, founded in 
1950 and directed very successfully by A. RQnyi (1921-1970) for 
twenty years. 
We mention especially that the so-called M. Schweitzer compe- 
tition has been arranged by the Bolyai Society since 1950 for 
post-graduate students. Its ten to fifteen (usually very 
difficult) problems are communicated in the same hour at all 
competent mathematical departments in Hungary, and the partici- 
pants have ten days for solving them. The problems are published 
regularly also in French through the official journal of the 
Bolyai Society (Matematlkai Lapok). A part of the material of 
earlier competitions has appeared in book form, too [Hajhs- 
Neukomm-SurBnyi 19631. 
We remark finally that there now exist six mathematical 
periodicals of international character in this country of 10.5 
million inhabitants, namely Acta Mathematics Academiae Scientiarum 
Hungaricae, Studia Scientiarum Mathematicarum Hungarica, Periodica 
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Mathematics Hungarica and Annales Universitatis Scientiarum 
EWx%s, Sectio Xathematica in Budapest; Acta Scientiarum 
Mathematicarum (established by F. Riesz and A. Haar) in Szeged; 
and Publicationes Mathematicae in Debrecen. 
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